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Imagine an

Incident Management
Software Solution
that does everything you need!

We switched to Knowledge Center after a long and detailed
evaluation process. They provide absolutely the best
situational awareness capabilities of all the other incident
management systems.”
—Tom Grace, Director, Disaster Preparedness & Health Services, DVHC
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NEW PRODUCT
RELEASE!
We looked at the leading systems out
there and the decision was unanimous that
Knowledge Center provided us with the best
value for our region.”
—Judson Freed, Director, Ramsey County EMHS

WHY

KNOWLEDGE
CENTER?

NEW POWERFUL DASHBOARD!
• Real-time reporting — consolidates 1,000s
of actions into a clear and concise viewer
• Fully functional on mobile devices

• #1 in Customer Satisfaction
• Advanced social media monitoring
technologies available
• Easy to use & cost eﬀective
• Fully-functional, out of the box
solution — daily use tool
• Open architecture allows for easy
integration with other applications

Request a demo or contact us!
412-206-2993
sales@knowledge-center.com
Knowledge-center.com

The Knowledge Center™ Software Suite is web-based, browser agnostic
software that supports incident management at all levels, connecting
your responders to their resources and beyond, keeping everyone aware,
informed, and making a difference in a “Virtual Collaborative Environment.”
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Responding to emergencies is your agency’s ﬁrst priority.
Keeping your network secure is ours.
Responding to emergencies requires commitment, training and experience. The same holds true when it
comes to addressing cyber threats. AT&T’s dedicated security experts analyze more than 310 billion ﬂow
records each day for anomalies that indicate malicious activity. It’s what makes us uniquely qualiﬁed to help
emergency management agencies address the security challenges they face. Our proactive, network-based
approach to managed security delivers some of today’s most powerful weapons to combat cyber security
attacks – helping safeguard all the elements of your IP infrastructure.
To learn more, download the CIO Security Guide at att.com/govsecurity

© 2014 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T,
the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks contained herein are trademarks
of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T afﬁliated companies.
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2016 CRSCAD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Disaster Risk Reduction, Response, and Sustainable Reconstruction

Capacity Building for Equitable
Planning and Development
June 23–24, 2016 t 8:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
Location: Campus Center Ballroom, University of Massachusetts Boston, USA

Conference Overview
Capacity building is critical to disaster preparedness, response, and development of
sustainable post-disaster reconstruction programs. The central aim of this conference is
to provide a forum for critical examination of the global efficacy of national strategies for
capacity-building measures, with a focus on cross- and multidisciplinary training
efforts, education at all levels, and professional development.

Conference Themes
t Capacity building and investment in public health care systems around the world—
with a focus on management capacity in Ebola-impacted regions
t Capacity building for risk and disaster-management systems through the use of
information and communications technologies
t Local and national programs for capacity building of architects, engineers, planners,
medical professionals, and scientists in natural disaster risk management
t The roles of various agencies (multilateral, national, public, private, local government
and community, non-governmental) in capacity building for disaster management
t Case studies of capacity building for homeland security and emergency management
in the curricula of colleges and universities
t Innovative research and development to abate greenhouse gases and global warming

For more information, visit

www.umb.edu/crscad/events/equitable_development
or send an email to crscad@umb.edu

CENTER FOR REBUILDING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES AFTER DISASTERS
JOHN W. McCORMACK GRADUATE SCHOOL OF POLICY AND GLOBAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON, USA
For disability-related accommodations, including dietary accommodations, please go to www.ada.umb.edu
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Reader Feedback

“In my experience, changes
in political administrations and
government administrative and
military leadership have been one
of the major obstacles to lasting
broad-based progress in
emergency management.”
—Springs Eternal at www.emergencymgmt.com
in response to 12-Step Program for Emergency
Managers

Thank for your insightful article about
communication issues during the recent
Ebola scare. We experienced many of these
same concerns responding to the Ebola
scare in Iowa. In particular, we became very
concerned about the lack of recognition of
high-risk West African refugee populations
in Iowa by public health officials and how
previous efforts on the part of West Africans
to contact public health officials about Ebola
were ignored. We found ourselves bringing
these two parties together to develop direct
communication and form a sort of “front
line” to observe and report possible cases in
the state.
Mark Grey, professor of anthropology — in
response to Risky Communications? in the
Winter issue

Florida journalist Robert Stevens was
“naturally occurring” and acquired while
on a ﬁshing trip to North Carolina.
The same problems of incorrect risk
messaging from someone who doesn’t
actually work in health care is causing huge
loss of trust by the public. U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention Director
Tom Frieden should have known better, but
he doesn’t work in the community healthcare setting either.
Robert Mitchell — in response to Risky
Communications? in the Winter issue

Unfortunately the same messaging
and misinformation problems will recur.
Once again lessons not learned. Remember
the front page of the New York Daily
News, Oct. 30, 2001, Inhaled Anthrax Feared
in the City?
Widespread fear was rampant nationally
due to the messaging from [then] Health
and Human Services Secretary Tommy
Thompson. He made the same type of
overconﬁdent, uninformed pronouncements
that the pulmonary anthrax case involving

Climate change appears poised to increase
the frequency of density-independent
disturbances/disasters, and the recent intramigration of citizens in North America to
urban coastal and near-coastal regions magniﬁes this by introducing density-dependent
risks such as food/water resource exhaustion,
sanitation vulnerabilities, and just statistically
increasing the number of people potentially
affected by any sort of disaster.

“Adaptation” has been a taboo word
among the groups advocating for policies
and practices to mitigate or even push back
against likely causes of climate change, but
it is becoming increasingly apparent that
changes in human behavior in relation to
the environment will have to accompany
any changes in behavior directed toward
the environment.
Thomas Jenkins — in response to
The Climate Connection in the Winter issue

Boston will tell you that snow can be
a crisis. Their emergency rooms will
show that deaths result from snow-shoveling
and additional automobile accidents. There
will be folks killed from carbon-monoxide
from unsafe heaters. Throw in additional
domestic violence from being cooped up
and you have a situation not thought of in
the South.
Jimmy CC — in response to The Climate
Connection in the Winter issue

We appreciate your feedback, and we invite you to join the conversation at www.emergencymgmt.com or on our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/emergencymgmt
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ANNOUNCING

SAFE & CONNECTED
COMMUNITIES FORUMS
Join us for roundtable discussions
on how technology is changing the
public safety landscape.

2015 FORUM
LOCATIONS:
Trenton, NJ / August
Raleigh, NC / August

REGISTER: Jen Caldwell
jcaldwell@emergencymgmt.com

Los Angeles, CA / September

SPONSORSHIPS: Heather Earney
hearney@emergencymgmt.com

Columbus, OH / October

emergencymgmt.com/events

Boston, MA / December

Atlanta, GA / September
New York, NY / November
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Point of View

By Jim McKay

Lessons Taking Hold
he cover story in this issue of Emergency
Management could be dropped into one of
our initial issues nearly a decade ago and
not look out of place.
That’s not a condemnation of public safety and
emergency management progress over the years,
but it’s not that ﬂattering either. For instance, Mark
Spross, communications manager for the Clackamas
County, Ore., 911 call center, had a lot to say about
some of the lessons learned from that fateful day
Dec. 11, 2012, when a gunman opened ﬁre in a local
mall. His observations included:
• Fire and law enforcement don’t tell us much.
• Fire and police don’t talk.
Spross said the mall had viable plans in place
and that “it would have been nice to know them”
on that day. He also said the SWAT had terms for
its teams, which would have been nice to know
as well. In addition, off-duty police from within
driving distance were calling dispatchers at the 911
call center asking if they should report. It would
have been nice for the officers to have someone
else to call. He said the EOC redirected traffic
swiftly and that if he’d known that was so easy to
do, he’d have helped clear the scene around the
mall more quickly.
Of course, since the time of the shooting,
things have improved and that’s good. But Spross
wondered why it had to take so long.
In Texas, Waco-McLennan County Emergency Management Coordinator Frank Patterson
arrived at the scene of a fertilizer plant explosion
in April 2013 and quickly learned he’d be taking
charge of the command post. What followed was
hours of chaotic communication among myriad
agencies, arriving on the scene ready to help.

AN AWA R D -W IN N IN G
P U B L IC AT IO N
MAGGIE AWARDS

2009-2013
BEST PUBLIC
SAFETY / TRADE

Emergency Management
Magazine

ASBPE AWARDS

2013 / MAGAZINE
OF THE YEAR

Emergency Management
Magazine

Communicating with them all was a constant
problem, and at one point he decided to have
regular “brieﬁngs” where he would basically
holler from the back of a truck to keep people
abreast of what was happening.
It was difficult to get everyone on the same
radio frequency. Patterson managed to patch
things together through the decade-old ACU-T
Tactical Interconnect System he had in the trunk
of his car.
Up in the state of Washington, John
Pennington, director of the Snohomish County
Department of Emergency Management, was
overwhelmed at ﬁrst upon realizing the extent of
the mudslide last March. It was difficult early on
to get real situational awareness, and communication, already a challenge in the rural community,
was nonexistent. “We have 800 MHz issues in
that area because of the terrain. They truly were
isolated and it got dark,” he explained. “You think
about the psychological elements of that.”
Pennington was able to contact a local mayor
through Facebook, which is a victory and something we wouldn’t have written about in one of
the early issues of this magazine. And there were
numerous victories and lessons learned.
Back in Oregon, things have gotten better.
There was another shooting and the communication was better. The mall, police, ﬁre and dispatch
personnel are talking more. But does it always
take a disaster to hit a community before these
lessons take hold? k

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
PLEASE GIVE US YOUR INPUT BY CONTACTING OUR EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT AT EDITORIAL@EMERGENCYMGMT.COM, OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.EMERGENCYMGMT.COM.
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Earn your Master’s Degree in

EMERGENCY &
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Gain the strategic skills required to head emergency
PDQDJHPHQWUHVSRQVHHƱRUWVLPSURYHSXEOLF
SROLF\DQGPRVWLPSRUWDQWO\VDYHOLYHV
([SORUHWKHYDULRXVGLPHQVLRQVRIHPHUJHQF\PDQDJHPHQW
WKURXJKHQJDJLQJRQOLQHDQGRQVLWHƲHOGVWXGLHVLQ
H[FLWLQJORFDWLRQVVXFKDV:DVKLQJWRQ'&/DZUHQFH
/LYHUPRUH1DWLRQDO/DELQ&$DQGRYHUVHDV
Apply Now for Fall 2015:

scs.georgetown.edu/emermag
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In the News
take effect on March 6, 2016.
Meanwhile in California, Gov.
Jerry Brown ordered mandatory
water use reductions for the
first time in the state’s history.
Brown asked the State Water
Resources Control Board to
impose a 25 percent reduction

with the mitigation planning regulations as a condition for receiving
certain types of nonemergency
Stafford Act and FEMA grants.
The guide “helps ensure a consistent plan review process for FEMA
and states that aim to improve
the analysis and integration of
evolving risks, such as climate
change.” The new guidelines will

on 400 water supply agencies
that serve 90 percent of the
state’s residents. The state is
in the fourth year of drought
and this year’s snowpack is
the smallest on record.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

FEMA has acknowledged,
through its State Mitigation
Review Guide, that it could deny
some states mitigation funding
if they don’t begin to acknowledge and prepare for climate
change. State governments
must develop and adopt hazard
mitigation plans in compliance
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Bulletin

Updates from Emergency Management’s daily online news service emergencymgmt.com

Paramedics
Get Techy

SCHOOL THREATS UP ACROSS THE NATION
Ohio tops the country with the most school
threats in the ﬁrst half of the school year, according
to a recent report by a national school safety
consultant.
From August to December 2014, Ohio had 64
reports of school threats, more than California
(60), New York (46) and Texas (41).
Across the nation, school threats are up 158
percent from last year, the ﬁrst year of the survey
conducted by Cleveland-based National School
Safety and Security Services.
Local safety experts question the company’s
ﬁgures because they are based on news reports
instead of police records. The local experts say

that schools and media outlets tend to
underreport threats.
The Ohio School Resource Officers Association
has not received notice of an increase in false
threats this year, nor was the subject mentioned at
regional meetings the association has held in this
school year, said Kari Parsons, executive director
of the group.
Gary L. Sigrist Jr., president of Safeguard Risk
Solutions, a security consulting ﬁrm based in
Grove City, said Ohio’s numbers might also be
higher because agencies there do a better job of
reporting
rting than those in other states.
— The Columbus Dispatch

Paramedics and doctors in Roseville, Calif.,
are using electrocardiogram-transmitting
technology to cut an average of 20 minutes
off the time it takes from when a patient
enters a hospital until doctors provide lifesaving intervention.
The state-of-the art technology allows
paramedics to wirelessly transmit 12-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG) results, or information from 12 angles of the heart’s electrical
system, to one of two specially designated
hospitals where emergency room doctors
and cardiologists can assess a patient’s
heart condition before arrival.
For ambulance patients receiving care
in Roseville and nearby areas, the average
interval from when patients hit the hospital
door to intervention is 53 minutes, versus
73 minutes for patients who walk into an
emergency room.
“That’s because of the early notiﬁcation
and
an the transmission of the ECG information,”
tio said John Poland, quality improvement
and
an education coordinator for the SierraSacramento
Valley EMS Agency.
Sa

Campus Alerting and Social Media
edia
The widespread popularity
of social media and associated
mobile apps, especially among
young people, has potential in
public safety, a new study ﬁnds.
Use of such sites as Facebook and Twitter has become
so signiﬁcant that universities should strongly consider
utilizing them to spread
information during campus
emergencies, according to a
study from the University at
Buffalo School of Management.
Social media not only
enables campus authorities
to instantly reach a large
percentage of students to
provide timely and accurate
information during crisis situ-

14

ations, the study states,
s, but
sending messages through
ough
social networking channels
nels
also means students are
re more
likely to comply with emermergency notiﬁcations received.
eived.
“Social media is especially
pecially
useful to conﬁrm information
students received through other
channels, provide additional
updates and respond to student
feedback,” said Wencui Han,
lead study author and a Ph.D.
student in the University at
Buffalo School of Management.
“Social media also allows
two-way communication.
Campus officials can respond
to concerns and provide
more detailed instructions,

NEW YORK POWER
GRID CONTEST
BY THE NUMBERS:
and users can add and share
content, helping information spread more rapidly.”
The study recommends
that universities not currently
using social media for emergency notiﬁcation about such
things as criminal incidents,
natural disasters or healthrelated crises strongly consider
adding social media as an
additional means of communicating with students.
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$40 MILLION: The amount New York
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GUTTERS

REMOVE
FIREWOOD

TRIM
HEDGES
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CUT
OVERHANGING
BRANCHES

T O

RECOGNIZE WILDFIRE HAZARDS
I N

Y O U R

C O M M U N I T Y

A single ember from a wildfire can travel over a mile to your home or community.
Learn how to reduce wildfire damage by spotting potential hazards at fireadapted.org.
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These are the stories of those
under the gun during three
major crises, what they did
and what they learned.
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By Jim McKay

Beyond

Chaos
the

In this feature, we look at three separate disas-

ters through the lens of someone in command. All three of these
emergencies were incredibly tragic and difﬁcult or impossible to
predict. Besides the tragedy, these emergency managers share
lessons learned, some of which we discuss here.
Frank Patterson was one of the ﬁrst responders on the scene of
the West, Texas, fertilizer plant explosion and took command. He
details how he navigated the chaos that night and what was learned.
We talked to John Pennington, director of the Snohomish County,
Wash., Department of Emergency Management, whose eyes were
forced to believe what he was seeing, and whose decisions helped
guide the response and recovery efforts after a horriﬁc mudslide.
Mark Spross directs the 911 center in Clackamas County, Ore.
When a gunman opened ﬁre in a local mall, it tied the county in
knots. Much has changed — and improved — because of that day.
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beyond the chaos

‘You Need to
Take Command’
at 7:51. “In that 12 minutes, they had to make
a lot of decisions, like whether to evacuate.
That’s not a lot of time,” said Patterson.
During that time, there was an ammonium nitrate explosion that killed 15
people, including 11 ﬁreﬁghters, and
injured more than 200. It also damaged
or destroyed more than 150 buildings.
Patterson called it a CNN event — a ﬂood
of people from every direction to add to an
already-chaotic scene. “The ﬁrst thing we
had was people ﬂooding in from every open
road,” he said. “Shutting down traffic became

Frank Patterson recalls the aftermath
from the West, Texas, explosion.
THE RADIO CALL on
April 17, 2013, said “bombs
going off, we need all the
ambulances you’ve got.”
Frank Patterson,
Waco-McLennan County
emergency management
coordinator, was on his way,
but he was thinking it was
a propane tank explosion.
When Patterson
arrived on scene, he learned of the ﬁre at
the West, Texas, fertilizer plant and ensuing
explosion and that people were dead. He
asked about a command post. The response
was, “You need to take command.”
Nearby there was a football ﬁeld and a
dirt ﬁeld. Neighbors were already triaging
victims in the dirt ﬁeld. “It wasn’t until I
got into the neighborhood that I realized
how bad it was,” Patterson said. “People
were coming at us injured, disheveled, some
in wheelchairs, in the back of pickups.”
He surveyed the area and saw doors
blown off houses, windows blown out,
collapsed houses. Debris was everywhere.
A call for mutual aid had already
gone out and people were on the way.
Patterson began setting up a command
post at the dirt ﬁeld. He asked a ﬁre chief
to take care of hazmat issues. He named
a staging officer, a law enforcement
person and a search and rescue person.
This emergency was a unique, no-notice
event. There was no background on the situation, no warning. “None of us in command
that night had any knowledge other than
the plant was on ﬁre,” Patterson said. “We
are recreating the incident command
structure based on what’s in front of us.”
The call about a ﬁre at the plant had
gone out at 7:29 p.m., and ﬁre personnel
arrived at about 7:39. The place exploded
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a priority, and it took 45 minutes to an hour
to get our arms around that whole process.”
The challenge of the spontaneous
responders, combined with inherent
interoperability issues, made the situation
overwhelming. “We had to patch people
together. Some people had 800-megahertz
systems, others VHF or UHF within our
own county. So we’re patching and trying to
convey that information, saying, ‘Hey, this is
the frequency we’re going to operate on.’”
Over the years, the county has developed a
system to patch all of that together. Patterson
carries in his trunk a decade-old ACU-T
Tactical Interconnect System. It’s become
routine to patch in disparate systems, and
they’ve developed templates for each system.
The patching became second nature for locals.
“The issue here was, who was already
on the scene, what were they operating
off of and how do you talk to them if you
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REFLECTIONS TO WISDOM

made, everybody wanted to be there.”
He realized that the command post
had to be isolated, and if it’s not isolated, it
needs to be controlled so that people can’t
just walk up it to or through it. “We were
trying to work on strategies, objectives — and
people would just walk up and say, ‘Here I
am.’ You’d have to stop, deal with that, then
get back to business. Later we realized we
should have had law enforcement barricade
us in there, put tape around us or something to keep people from wandering in.”
Patterson ﬁnally requested a command
trailer from which he would do brieﬁngs
periodically, essentially yelling at the crowd.
And that’s how it went for the rest of the night
until all 262 patients had been transported.
“Until then I couldn’t even look up; the
numbers were overwhelming,” he said. “That
was the toughest thing. They just didn’t stop.”
The injured were transported in
ambulances, helicopters, even buses.
Another lesson learned.
“We plan ways of notifying hospitals
with the expectation that it’s all going to

don’t know where they are?” Patterson
said. “There were 30 channels.”
The spontaneous responders kept
coming and so did the wounded. Patterson
had to stop the ﬂow of responders and focus
on the triaging process. He requested that
the staging officer stop the traffic. “Just park
them somewhere,” he said. “I just wanted
them out of the way.”
Twice he called for resources to stop
coming. Making decisions in the command
post became chaotic with the presence
of all the responders who wanted to help
or to know something was being done.
“We made a lot of good decisions
early on when nobody knew where the
command post was because we were able
to create the objectives, establish some
strategies and start lining up people for the
tactics,” Patterson recalled. “Once people
realized where the decisions were being

come from the hospital, but they’re going
to present in different ways and that might
be the ﬁrst notice you get. An [injured]
person might show up in an SUV.”
Social media was a problem and a lesson.
“We didn’t use social media. It ate us
up,” Patterson said. “My wife, the next day,
told me that if you’re not paying attention
to social media, you need to. You need to get
control of it.”
Information began circulating on social
media about the number of dead and so forth.
Reports were spreading of 60 to 70 dead and
that plumes were moving toward Fort Worth
100 miles to the north. None of it was true.
Patterson said it’s vital for rural communities to have a public information officer
on scene who is the face of the incident. In
this case, the local mayor is also the PIO
and a volunteer ﬁreman. Command staff
played musical chairs being the PIO.
It’s also important after the incident to have a PR person who becomes
the voice of the command staff to
blunt the criticism that will come.

Unexpected
catastrophes, like
the Texas fertilizer
plant explosion,
often yield a chaotic
response effort but
offer lessons learned.
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beyond the chaos

Information Overload
AT ABOUT 3:30 THAT afternoon, his dispatch
center lit up as calls poured in about an active
shooter at the Town Center mall near Macy’s.
The good news is that the sheriff ’s department is located less than two blocks away
and was on the scene quickly. Unfortunately
it was too late for two mall shoppers. Cindy
Ann Yuille, a 54-year-old nurse, died as fellow
shoppers tended to her wounds. Forty-ﬁveyear-old Steven Forsyth died at the scene as
well. Fifteen-year-old Kristina Shevchenko
was lucky that she survived the impacts of
the killer’s Bushmaster M4 Carbine riﬂe.

Mark Spross, communications
manager for Clackamas County 911 in
Oregon City, Ore., said his 911 center
changed the day of Dec. 11, 2012.

The word of an active shooter spread on
social media and through other sources, and
the call center was quickly overwhelmed.
All 11 lines into the center were inundated.
The protocol in the center is to answer:
“911, what’s the location of your emergency?”
and then go into speciﬁc questions. But
every call was reporting an active shooter
at the mall. It became impractical to follow
procedure amid such a furious onslaught, so
dispatchers set the book aside and answered,
“911, are you calling about the mall shooting?”
“There comes a point where you’re
so overwhelmed by incoming calls that
you need to process them in and out
as quickly as possible,” Spross said.
Furthermore, every off-duty police
officer in the area wanted to respond. Many

Although the shooting at the Clackamas County mall lasted
just 22 minutes, what followed was a communication system
that was overwhelmed well after the incident was over.
IMAGE: APIMAGES.COM
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of them called an already-overwhelmed
911 center. “We told them to follow your
procedures and we disconnected,” Spross
said. “It turned out a lot of the departments
didn’t have procedures prior to this on what
to do and they needed people to come in.”
The shooting lasted just 22 minutes
before the shooter turned the gun on
himself, but everyone in the county
— it seemed — got on their phone,
knocking out service for hours. There
were roughly 10,000 people in the
mall that day, and as one officer put
it as he arrived on scene, they were
“on foot and bailing out like crazy.”
Police and ﬁre soon set up incident
command posts, and the chaos continued
well after the shooter was dead, mostly

as a result of miscommunication or
a total lack of communication.
Among the calls to the dispatch center
were those from inside the shopping center,
where employees had followed mall policy
and pulled every nearby shopper into a
store, closed the gate, hid and called 911.
“Everything [mall employees] did saved
lives that day,” Spross said. “However, we
didn’t know that was their procedure, and
knowing that would have been helpful so
we could have said, ‘As long as you’re safe,
don’t call 911.’ We want that information but
maybe 10 minutes after the incident starts.”
The EOC acted quickly and rerouted
traffic, without the knowledge of 911 dispatch.
It didn’t occur to dispatch that it could
be done so fast, Spross said. “If we’d have

known, we would have requested it right
away to make it easier for ﬁeld responders
to make traffic ﬂow easier around there.”
Spross praised police and ﬁre for setting up
the command posts quickly, but they too struggled with communication. The ﬁre department was getting reports of additional injured
patients. And the police officers, not realizing that their frequencies were in fact the
source of the ﬁre department’s reports, were
doubling back trying to ﬁnd the additional
injured people. “They recognize that they
need to talk to each other faster and sooner,
and have a joint command center,” Spross said.
That day set in motion policy
changes on several fronts.
“One thing we learned is that we really
don’t practice on a regular basis these
high-stress events,” he acknowledged. “We
don’t take it to the training room. Since
then, we have done that. And staff understands they have a little more ability to
work outside of the day-to-day structure.”
They’ve also worked with mall management to incorporate the 911 center into mall
training and policy. And the mall and sheriff ’s
department have collaborated on communicating better, with the mall offering to pay
for additional training for the department.
Another lesson according to Spross:
“We learned we have to take better care
of our staff in terms of mental health.”
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beyond the chaos

‘We’ve Had
a Mudslide’

Looking back now, Pennington said if
he had it to do again, he’d deploy additional
air assets from either the state patrol or the
federal government to get more video.
There are always lessons after the fact.
More reports began to trickle in about
people yelling for help and the smell of
natural gas and the depth of the mud mixed
with power lines and jagged metal. The
muck was everywhere, and it had collected
ingredients that were harmful to search
and rescue. The stuff was the consistency
of pudding, The Seattle Times wrote later.
Pennington was uncertain if the debris
would hold or break free and head down the
river. “You’re talking 75 feet of mounds and
water debris.” He evacuated the area downstream via the Emergency Alert System and
upstream methodically with voice to text.
“The tactical commanders on the ground
and I were talking a lot,” Pennington said.
“It became problematic in that the debris
was liqueﬁed so much that any attempts
to get on the pile were almost impossible
and dangerous to the point where calls had
to be made repeatedly to pull people back
because of movement or just the complete
uncertainty of what was happening.”
The search went on for days. More than a
dozen people were pulled alive from the muck
by the many who put their lives on hold to
help. Nine days after the slide, just 24 bodies,
or parts of bodies, had been found. The mud
was so treacherous that searchers had to tape
themselves into raincoats and pants to keep
it out. The search continued for weeks.
Volunteers and agencies had
ﬂocked to the area wanting to help.
“My experience [with] the federal government and the state prior to that really helped
me to understand that large-scale incidents,
especially localized, had the highest potential for mission creep and federal takeover,”
he said. “I knew what I was going to do.”
Pennington knew he had to “own” the
incident. He made it clear with FEMA,
for whom he had managed a Type II
Incident Management Team (IMT), that
everyone would work within the local
system they had built and were building
on the ﬂy. “They were respectful of that.”
Pennington said the system in place
worked because it was ﬂexible, acting as
more of a framework than a prescription. He was in the EOC for just three of

John Pennington, director of the
Snohomish County, Wash., Department of Emergency Management,
remembers getting out of the shower at
about 10:45 a.m. that day and seeing the
light blinking on his BlackBerry. He remembers the uncertainty in the caller’s voice.
“WE’VE HAD A MUDSLIDE. Kind of scattered reports, but I think there’s a house that’s
impacted or been pushed near the highway.
I don’t have a good feeling about this.”
Early reports from the scene of the slide
began to trickle in as ﬁrst responders arrived.
Then came reports of screams for help. There
was no situational awareness for those on the scene,
and conclusions from initial
reports suggested a mudslide
of 300 or 400 yards. The
enormity of the incident
started to take shape as
air assets began plucking
people out of the muck.
In February and March
2014, an unusual amount of
rain had pelted Snohomish
County. On March 22, a
hill near the communities of Hazel and Oso
gave way, pouring mud across the Stillaguamish River, suffocating an area of about a
square mile and taking 43 lives with it.
“When I ﬁrst got my eyes on the slide
from a Black Hawk, I was mentally prepared
because I had seen still photos and some
video, but I was really focused on the dominoes downstream,” Pennington said.
Throughout that day and into the night,
with no real situational awareness, it was
difficult to measure the depth of the catastrophe, Pennington remembers. “There wasn’t
really a strong ability for situational awareness. Because of the air assets, we would get
a good visual that would be downloaded into
our EOC, but we weren’t able to access any of
that because we didn’t want to interfere with
the fact that they were plucking people off the
dirt. What we saw were spot checks of dirt.”
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the 37 days of the ordeal. The same went
for his deputies and senior leadership.
“What we defaulted to was a system
of emergency management in our EOC
that would operate in times of crisis where
we weren’t here, and that worked beautifully. But we had to inject ourselves
into some tactical decisions knowing
they impacted the larger strategy.”
It was a balance of tactical and strategic solutions that he hadn’t favored
philosophically but was forced to practice in this event. A framework versus
something too prescriptive allows for
bending when the unexpected happens.
“We had this wonderful debris management plan that was recognized nationally and had been exercised, but what we
had not accounted for in the plan was
human remains,” said Pennington.
Another potential lesson involves the
interface between the IMTs and the EOC.
“What happens in an event like this one
when you had huge IMT presence, but
their reporting wasn’t to a county commission or council; instead they had to report
to an aggressive, authoritative emergency
operation center and emergency management function. Neither was prepared to
work with the other,” Pennington said.
In the end, he said they made it work
but that Oso is a microcosm of what a
localized catastrophic incident will look
like and will include the potential for
EOC/IMT functionality. It will require
looking more deeply at reporting requirements and integration between the two.
And lastly he remembered the 200
or so crisis managers on scene helping
out. The message? “None of us are
immune to human emotion.” k
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BEYOND THE CHAOS

The mudslide and ensuing debris
had liqueﬁed to the point where
attempts to get on the pile were
dangerous and nearly impossible.
IMAGE: FEMA
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Unfi
Un
fi
t
toHelp?
Emergency managers
debate the need for
background checks
for volunteers.

By Adam Stone

t ought to go without saying that a volunteer
ﬁreﬁghter isn’t going to perpetrate a sex
crime or rob a house when he’s supposed
to be dousing the ﬂames. Apparently it isn’t
that obvious.
Last year New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed
a law requiring background checks to ensure volunteer ﬁreﬁghters weren’t carrying sex offense convictions. It’s up to individual ﬁre companies to decide
whether a prospective volunteer is ﬁt to serve,
in spite of a past sex offense, but everyone gets
screened.
In Rush County, Ind., volunteers for Community
Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) must submit
to an even broader check, one that encompasses all
past criminal history.
At ﬁrst blush it might seem counterintuitive to
run background checks on volunteers. These people
have stepped up to help; they certainly appear to be
of goodwill.
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UNFIT TO HELP?

26

Yet advocates of background checks cite
a number of reasons why a CERT or other
response organization should dig into the
history of potential volunteers. The emergency management community seems to
be heeding these calls: Around the nation,
volunteers at a range of levels are having their
histories poked and prodded before they’re
allowed to join the team.

In Rush County, Emergency Management Agency Director Charles Kemker
suggests that background checks may help
an agency to fortify its legal defense. If a
volunteer’s bad actions should ever land
on its doorstep in the form of some legal
liability, “who is going to be held accountable for them?” he said. A background check
may show the agency had done its due

he phrase heard most often in regard
to background checks is “vulnerable
populations.” When people are in
crisis they may succumb more easily to
predators, a premise that applies especially to
children, the old and the inﬁrm. When
responders and rescuers come into contact with
these populations, the argument goes, emergency managers need to be sure that these
Samaritans can shoulder the task responsibly.
“The upside to a background check is
that you have conﬁdence in the people you
are working with, you can feel comfortable
sending them out in the community under
your own banner,” said Bruce Fitzgerald,
director of the Maine Emergency Management Agency. “If a CERT is associated
with the emergency management office,
you want to have that conﬁdence in the
people you are putting out there.”

diligence to ensure the public good, perhaps
absolving the agency of some culpability.
Background checks could also help to
ensure public trust. When people see a ﬁrst
responder with a CERT credential, they
likely presume this person is “safe,” someone
they can rely on in a crisis. For example,
children are taught to look for the person in
uniform. An inspection of a volunteer’s past
can help ensure that trust is well founded.
These arguments have proven compelling in public life, not just among emergency response organizations. In Howard
County, Md., even the Recreation and
Parks Department runs investigations
on everyone from coaches and instructors to sports advisory board members.
Adoption at this level suggests a high
degree of conﬁdence in the background
check as a meaningful safeguard.
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he 400 active volunteers in the
Austin, Texas, CERT represent a
broad swath of the local population.
Their ages, professions and ethnicities all may
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But it won’t be a perfect precaution.
For example, many bad actors don’t have
criminal records. In fact, some in the emergency community see a range of reasons
to oppose the background check.
The process costs money. The funds don’t
usually come out of the CERT budget, but
someone has to pay for these background
checks, whether it be the local police department or some other entity. Checks take time
too, potentially slowing the intake process
at a moment when volunteers are needed.
In addition, the prospect of a background
check could scare away potential volunteers. Some might not want their personal
history examined or may fear the details in
the report will become public knowledge.
“With several hundred volunteers, to
date, we have not performed background
checks,” said Demetrius Kastros, a Monterey,
Calif., CERT instructor. “Background checks
are usually conducted by the law enforcement agency of a jurisdiction, and they
usually have enough constraints on their
time without doing background checks
on the 35 students in a CERT class.”
In any case, he suggests, the very nature
of an emergency likely would limit the kind of
harm a potential criminal might perpetrate.
“CERT members operate in teams and are
not working with overly expensive or sensitive equipment, where there are concerns
about loss of materials,” Kastros said.
Interestingly the business of vetting volunteers extends beyond the emergency management community. While CERTs tend to rely
on state and local law enforcement to fund
background checks, a growing niche industry
has sprung up to conduct this work for others
in the nonproﬁt community. Organizations
such as First Advantage, AccuSource and
True Hire’s subsidiary Background Checks
for Volunteers all offer to help the nonproﬁt
community conduct investigations for a fee.
Clearly strong cases exist for and
against the use of background checks in
emergency response. To see how these
arguments play out in practice, it helps
to look at a few speciﬁc situations.
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2015 CRSCAD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Rebuilding Sustainable
Communities in Afghanistan
The Way Forward
An event of the Center for Rebuilding Sustainable Communities after Disasters (CRSCAD),
McCormack Graduate School of Policy and Global Studies, University of Massachusetts Boston

CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Monday, July 27, 2015

Morning Session: A Rebuilt Afghanistan

8:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

An evaluation of reconstruction activities by experts and
professionals in Afghanistan over the past 14 years. Discussion
of public works developed in Afghanistan by various international
and national agencies, companies, and individuals.

Campus Center, Ballroom A
University of Massachusetts
Boston

Afternoon Session: The Way Forward
Recommendations, proposals, and suggestions by
professionals and international experts for future
development and reconstruction works in Afghanistan.

For further information, please visit:

www.umb.edu/crscad

Who Should Attend?

E-mail: crscad@umb.edu or
Azad Architects Designers/Planners at
azadarch@aol.com

We welcome all those who are interested, or have practical
experiences, in the reconstruction and development
of Afghanistan.

For disability-related accommodations, including dietary
accommodations, please go to www.ada.umb.edu.
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UNFIT TO HELP?

response mechanisms will actually mitigate
against the need for a background check.
Among the 3,000 CERT volunteers in
Palm Beach County, Fla., not one has even
been subjected to investigation. Primarily
the job of the public safety department is
to collect a $50,000 state grant and then
to pass it through to fund training at the
local state college, said Vince Bonvento,
an assistant county administrator and also
director of the Public Safety Department.
Volunteers get trained and certiﬁed,
but they also get badges stating they are
not county employees or even sanctioned
volunteers. “If they were volunteers for the
county we would be responsible for their
actions,” Bonvento explained. That’s not
a weight the county wants to bear — not
when most volunteers spend their time
patrolling retirement communities.
To take responsibility for these helpers,
the county would probably want to run
background checks, and that raises a range
of tough questions. “What are going to be
the criteria you are going to use to deny
someone a CERT certiﬁcation? There
are various levels of misdemeanor; there
are these different levels of checks. All of
that would have to be deﬁned,” Bonvento
said. “If there is cost involved, do you
pass that on to the volunteers? Will it be
allowable to take it out of the grant?”
Answers to these and other questions may be forthcoming, as Florida’s
inspector general recommended recently
that background checks be made mandatory for emergency volunteers. That would
suit Bonvento just ﬁne, as long as the
state is willing to take on responsibility
for the effort. “If it is going to be done it
needs to be done by the state of Florida,”
he said. “They need to come to the counties, and they need to give us direction.”

vary. But these green-vested responders
all have one thing in common: clean
criminal records.
To become a CERT volunteer, it’s
not enough to attend one of the twiceyearly, eight-session classes, or to join the
monthly meetings for continuing education and training. To earn the ID emblazoned with city and CERT logos, volunteers
must submit to the background check.
The police department runs the check
and picks up the tab for any associated costs.
Individuals are matched against the Texas
penal code for past violations, and their
ﬁngerprints are run against an FBI database.
It’s the same level of scrutiny as is applied
to any city employee, said Jacob Dirr, a
spokesman for the Austin Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Management.
“There is the potential for our volunteers to come into contact with children
or vulnerable populations, and we want
to ensure that in those instances we are
doing our due diligence,” he said.
While some may be concerned that such
checks will scare off potential volunteers,
Dirr said he has never known that to be the
case. Nor has the check impeded what some
say is a vital aspect of emergency response:
That is, the spontaneous volunteer. Such
individuals have been a crucial component
in many emergency operations, such as the
2014 Oso mudslide in Washington state, where
hundreds of volunteers helped mitigate a
landslide that killed more than 40 people.
Austin makes sure CERT’s background checks do not slow any emergency
response. To do this it relies on a memorandum of understanding with the American Red Cross, which typically will lead
the intake of volunteers during a major
disaster. The CERT will put these people
to work, even without the usual investigation. “If we are in an instance where we
have spontaneous volunteers, nine times
out of 10 we are going to be doing that
with the American Red Cross, and they
have their own very efficient ways of
checking people before they are accepted
as Red Cross volunteers,” Dirr said.

ven when checks are run, a dubious
score doesn’t mean automatic
rejection, at least not in Rush
County. Most investigations, for example, will
delve into credit history: A person with
ﬁnancial troubles may be more apt to abuse
trust. But Kemker doesn’t look at those scores.
“There are a lot of people having ﬁnancial
hard times right now,” he said. “We are not

ot everyone agrees with this way of
thinking. Sometimes the organization of a community’s emergency
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going to exclude someone based on that.”
Even criminal blips may be overlooked.
“We have had some that have been questionable, where maybe the people they
run with have an extensive history with
law enforcement and they are just ‘known
associates,’” Kemker said. “We sit with them,
we discuss it and we give them a chance.”
The returns on that effort can be mixed.
“We have had a couple of them that have
been straight with us, who have been
willing to make a change and have become
better citizens. Then we’ve had others who
we ﬁnd out they are still associating with
those people, or they are making racial
slurs or sexual innuendos on Facebook.”
So Kemker runs the check, but he
relies most heavily on interviews between
candidates and present volunteers. “They
sometimes tend to get a better description
of what the people will be like, bringing
out things that would not normally
show up on a background check as far
as their attitude and their actions.”
In some states, investigations into the
criminal histories of emergency volunteers remain something of a mixed bag.
In Maine, where there is no statewide
oversight of volunteer programs, counties manage their own CERTs, Fitzgerald
said, and it is hit and miss as to which
choose to run background checks.
Fitzgerald knows of cases in which
a volunteer’s checkered past has caused
planners to shift direction or even decline
assistance. “I have heard of instances where
a background check turned up something
that might be concerning, and we have either
had to change the role of that volunteer
and think about where we might use their
skills, or else say thanks but no thanks.”
While counties are free to choose the
level of scrutiny they wish to apply, Fitzgerald’s bottom line is pragmatic: Unless there
is some compelling reason not to, let’s get
those people into the pipeline. “If there is a
need in a community and you have a group
of people who want to get training, you
want to take advantage of that,” he said. “It’s
hard enough to ﬁnd people who are willing
to volunteer and do this kind of work.” k
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THE

CHURCH’S
GROWING
ROLE
R

Faith-based
organizations are
being recognized for
their vital position
in emergency
preparedness,
response and
recovery.
By Justine Brown

30
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ecognition of faithbased groups as vital
cogs in emergency
preparedness, response and
recovery efforts is on the rise. In
2009, faith-based organizations
were formally recognized on a
national level when President
Barack Obama introduced the
White House Office of FaithBased and Neighborhood Partnerships. The office was formed to
support partnerships between
governments at all levels and
nonproﬁt organizations, both
secular and faith-based, to better
serve families and communities.
“Nonproﬁt organizations,
including faith-based and
community organizations, play
a vital role in both preparing
for disaster, and in ensuring
an inclusive and participatory
communitywide recovery
from a disaster,” according to
Partnerships for the Common
Good, a toolkit produced
by the White House office.
“These organizations directly
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THE CHURCH’S GROWING ROLE

Is Your Congregation

R
EADY
for Emergencies?

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

“Some may want to learn how to do child
care properly, or how to operate a chainsaw
properly so they can send a team into the
ﬁeld after a disaster to help our community if needed. Not all houses of worship
want to do every single service or can do
every single service. If they have a team
of people that are great cooks or a team of
people who love children, we can give them
additional training in those niche areas.”
Stargell said the involvement of local
and faith-based organizations is increasingly important because federal assistance
is harder to get as the number of natural
disasters has risen in recent years.
“Not every tornado or ﬂood that comes
through a community is going to get state or
federal dollars to assist in recovery,” she said.
“There are so many resources that houses
of worship hold. That’s why the community looks for churches to help respond.”

supplement and ﬁll gaps where government
authority and resources cannot be applied.”
Several states and local governments have paved a path for successfully
including faith-based organizations in
emergency management plans. Here’s
a look at three such programs and what
they have learned along the way.

Supercell Sunday

Praise and Preparedness
The Georgia Emergency Management Agency (GEMA) formed Praise and
Preparedness to provide congregations
with resources to help reduce the impact
of a large-scale emergency. But it took a
while — and a major event — before GEMA
turned its focus to faith-based groups.
The state ﬁrst launched Ready Georgia to
focus on individual preparedness, followed
by Ready Business and Ready Kids. But when
a dozen tornadoes touched down in Bartow
County in 2013, several faith-based organizations jumped in and played a key role in
post-disaster recovery, and GEMA officials
realized these groups were a key avenue for
disaster preparation that they had overlooked.
“We noticed that houses of worship were
really stepping up to the plate in times of
need because they are in the community
and they know the community very well,”
said Janay Stargell, faith-based and nongovernmental organization coordinator for
GEMA. “They’re the ones who are able to
help with the start of the cleanup, and they
can be there through the recovery phase.”

32
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Praise and Preparedness strives to help
churches on three levels: preparing the physical facility in case an emergency takes place
during a service; preparing church leaders
and volunteers to spread the word about
disaster readiness among their congregation
through information and readiness toolkits;
and providing church leaders and volunteers
the training required to help the community
during disaster response and recovery.
“If a church or a house of worship is
going to be involved in the response and
recovery phases of a disaster, then we want
to make sure they have the training to be
able to properly do so,” Stargell said.
GEMA asks faith communities around
the state to create or update their emergency operations plan and to complete a
readiness checklist. Those who complete
the checklist are recognized as GEMA
Praise and Preparedness partners. As of
press time, the program had two official
partners, with several others in the works.
“We started promoting this about
eight months ago, so we are still really
getting the ball rolling,” Stargell said.
GEMA also offers these organizations
training in several additional areas.
“We leave it up to the house of worship
to decide where they want to focus,” she said.

An average of 58 tornadoes touch down
in Oklahoma each year. Supercell Sunday was
formed to encourage faith-based organizations in the state to develop and pledge to
practice a tornado response plan to better
prepare the staff and individuals that occupy
a facility at various times of the day.
“In Oklahoma, churches have been
increasing in size and numbers,” said
Wendi D. Marcy, program manager for
preparedness and public outreach with the
Oklahoma Office of Homeland Security.
“They’re required to have ﬁre drills and
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THE CHURCH’S GROWING ROLE

practice exercise during a time when the
facility is conducting services and a number
of people are present to take part.
“You usually have about 13 minutes to
seek shelter after a tornado warning is issued,”
said Marcy. “If you look at the complexity
of a large church or even a small church —
and you’ve got the Sunday School classes,
and the main sanctuary, and the day care
section, etc. — getting all those people moved
to a central location in less than 13 minutes
is just not feasible. We want them to be
thinking that stuff through.”
The state started Supercell
Sunday simply by looking for
people willing to participate.
“We went to various community meetings and pitched our
preparedness programs, and
often somebody there who is
actively involved in their church
would say, ‘I bet my church
would be willing to do that,’” she
said. “It’s just getting the word
out there, and once you start the
ball rolling with one church, they
kind of get competitive, so then
soon you have more joining in. The initial
reach out is the most difficult, but usually it
doesn’t take very long for the rest of them to
join in.”
Supercell Sunday also encourages
churches to assign someone to monitor
the weather on days that are deemed high
risk for severe weather, as it can be difficult to know what’s going on when you
have hundreds of people inside a church
and multiple activities under way.
“It’s really about awareness and
preparedness to keep them and their
congregation safe,” Marcy said.

ﬁre plans, but there’s nothing requiring
them to have an emergency plan.”
Recognizing this shortcoming, Marcy
reached out to the National Weather Service
and together the two organizations — along
with the Oklahoma Department of Emergency Management, the American Red
Cross and local emergency managers —
formed the Supercell Sunday program.
“Supercell Sunday is designed as a starting
point for churches, because the hardest part
of writing a plan is knowing where to start,”
Marcy said. “If that’s not something you do
for a living, then you’re really at a loss.”
Volunteers developed a template
tornado plan that faith-based organizations can customize to their facility.
They also encourage organizations to
form relationships with their local emergency managers and ﬁrst responders.
“We encourage them to sit down and
have a planning meeting, assign roles and
responsibilities, and work through facility
logistics,” Marcy said. “For example, we have
a sign on the bathroom door that says it is a
designated tornado shelter, but how are we
going to put 1,200 people in there? Often we
ﬁnd that nobody ever thought about that.”
Lastly, Supercell Sunday volunteers
encourage participants to hold an annual

2013

‘

Tornado Response
Plan
Name of House of Worship

Help and Hope
Thurston County, Wash., has actively
involved faith-based organizations in emergency planning since 2006. In addition
to quarterly meetings to discuss disaster
planning, Thurston County Emergency
Management conducts a multifaceted
training and education program in disaster
ministry and support for the longterm recovery process. The county also
published Help and Hope: Disaster Preparedness and Response Tools for Congregations,
a how-to guide for pastors and volunteers

Name of House of Worship
Address
City / State
Phone Number

that draws on lessons from experience
to help faith-based organizations expect
the unexpected and respond in ways that
help survivors’ relief and recovery.
“The purpose originally was getting the
faith communities to realize where they
could help out in a disaster or prior to a
disaster,” said Vivian Eason, the county’s
emergency management coordinator. “We
gave them preparedness training at the
personal level so they could prepare their
congregation, and then talked to them
about how they can help others
and educate them on what
responders do and what the role
of emergency management is.
We had a church host the initial
gathering for us, and we had
booths with educational information and supplies. It was a way
to bring them to the table and
make them more of a partner
in emergency management.”
Eason said Help and Hope
conducts preparedness and
Community Emergency Response
Team training at churches,
provides neighborhood training to faith-based
organizations, and actively works to form
relationships between faith communities
and emergency management personnel and
ﬁrst responders. The county also provides a
wide array of education opportunities, such
as ham radio training and shelter training in
coordination with the American Red Cross.
“We have to be ready to take care of the
whole county,” she said. “Faith communities
are often in select areas, so we are trying to
give them ideas on how they can be better
prepared to help the folks in their community, or maybe just stand up to be a shelter if
needed. The more hands on deck, the better.”
Eason recommended that counties looking
to launch a similar effort start by reaching out
to chaplain groups or other faith-based organizations within their area to get the ball rolling.
“People think FEMA is going to ride in on
their white horse and save the day,” she said.
“But that’s just not the case anymore. People
rely on the faith community during times
of need, so they are increasingly important
partners in emergency management.” k
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Public Safety
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The trend toward tourniquets as a ﬁrst
responder tool comes in large measure from
the experience of U.S. military forces in Iraq
and Afghanistan over the past decade. As far
back as 2005, the military has recognized
the value of the simple constrictive devices,
which can cost between $15 and $30 each.
At that time, some 38,000 nylon and plastic
tourniquets were arriving at a staging area
in Qatar, the ﬁrst of 172,000 being rushed
to the war zone, as reported in The Baltimore Sun. The Marine Corps was expecting
to order more than 200,000 tourniquets.
That evolution came in response to a
military study that found battleﬁeld deaths
from blood loss had not changed much
since Vietnam, when about 7.4 percent
of fatalities bled to death, the Associated Press reported at the time. Early
on in the Afghanistan war, bleeding still
caused about 7.8 percent of deaths.
Researchers declared that applying a tourniquet could cut those numbers. The military
responded, and by 2011, deaths from bleeding
extremities had dropped to 2.6 percent.

Police Sign On

Protecting and
Saving Lives
After recent tragedies, police are taking a page from the military
and beginning to carry tourniquets.
By Adam Stone | Contributing Writer

esides the horriﬁc nature and senselessness of the acts, the Sandy Hook
shooting and the Boston Marathon
bombing share a critical commonality. In both
cases, many of the fatalities were caused not
by the immediate blast or bullet, but by rapid
and catastrophic bleeding. It’s an increasing
phenomenon that can be prevented.
With this in mind, many police departments and public safety advocates have
turned to a simple solution in recent
years, a tried-and-true method for emergency response to traumatic bleeding.
It’s the return of the tourniquet.

34

“The name of this game is to stop bleeding
to death, so you need to be empowered to
stop the hemorrhaging. Can you do that?
Yes, you can,” said Dr. Lenworth Jacobs,
director of trauma and emergency medicine at Hartford Hospital in Connecticut.
In the wake of recent violent events,
and with the backing of the American
College of Surgeons, Jacobs founded
the Hartford Consensus. This interagency task force encourages police
ce
and other first responders to train
n on,
and be equipped with, tourniquets
ets
as part of their regular routine.
e.
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Under the guidance of the Hartford
Consensus, law enforcement has been applying
those lessons as well. Since 2013 some 200,000
police officers have begun to carry the devices,
along with all FBI officers, Jacobs said.
The new tool is needed in response to the
changing nature of emergencies, especially
the rise of large-scale attacks in public places.
Explosives are becoming more common,
and the munitions in use are evolving too.
“When you are shot with a .22 or a .32
[caliber round], that bullet is generally going
fairly
ly slowly, so if it hits something fairly
important
mportant llike the liver or a major blood
vessel, then you fa
face the likelihood of being
seriously injured or dying
dying,” Jacobs said.
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you drop off and let your comrades carry on
the mission,” said Jacobs. In civilian life, that
means you stop the bleeding while others
continue the crisis response. Police officers
generally aren’t conditioned to think along
those lines, so tourniquet advocates have
needed to drive new ways of thinking.
The Hartford Consensus has been able
to close the gap thanks in large measure to
its broad base of membership. Representatives of major city police, ﬁre and EMS
departments all have been a part of the
effort, thus helping to ensure a measure
of buy-in from across the user base.
Boston police officers got 1,500 tourniquets and training within a month after the
bombings in 2013. In Dallas, where police
officers have been issued tourniquets, Lt.
Alex Eastman said it’s about time. “I’ve been
pushing for this for years,” he told New
Jersey’s Courier-Post. “But I think it was the
Boston experience that pushed people to act.”

Today’s shooters on the other hand
are more likely to be armed with highspeed military ammunition. “That blows
things off and creates massive bleeding,”
Jacobs said. Rather than dying immediately from the blow, “now you have a high
likelihood of bleeding to death — but it
is fast, within ﬁve or 10 minutes. So you
need to have an immediate response.”
While the Hartford Consensus has had
considerable success in making its case
among law enforcement professionals,
there have been challenges along the way.
There’s the money, of course, and the
time and expense of training. And there are
mindset issues as well. Police officers have
been trained to control a crisis scene, to
stop the bad guy, “and if you were bleeding
to death, they would step right over you
to complete that mission,” Jacobs said.
The military, on the other hand, works
on a buddy system. “If your buddy gets shot,

It has already paid off. A man was shot
in the leg on Feb. 7 in an Allegheny County,
Pa., mall, suffering a torn femoral artery.
A police officer on the scene acted quickly
with his department-issued tourniquet to
staunch the heavy bleeding and save the
man’s life. The officer and his colleagues
were issued tourniquets last September.
In the long run, Jacobs would like to
see tourniquet use expand beyond ﬁrst
responders, to assume a place in the public
understanding as common as the Heimlich
maneuver or CPR. One day, security guards
in public spaces should all have tourniquets
in their emergency supplies, right alongside the automatic external deﬁbrillator.
“The goal is to put them in universities,
in malls, in ballparks,” Jacobs said. “You want
people who are close to the problem to be
educated and to have access to these things.” k
adam.stone@newsroom42.com
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Major Player
You said recently that emergency
management is becoming federalized. How
did this happen and what does it mean?

k

Actually it has been more nationalized and
less federalized, meaning the states collectively. The world moves much faster than
it ever did before, and most of us expect
things instantly. That extends to disaster
relief as well. We see people who want to
help after a disaster and that’s a good thing.
The reason I think it’s become more
nationalized is because 49 states have
balanced budget laws and when a major
disaster happens, they can’t meet the expectations for disaster recovery in the time frame
people have come to expect. The federal
government doesn’t have that restriction;
they just borrow more money to get the
people what they want regardless of the
long-term ﬁnancial considerations. FEMA
has become a tool for the redistribution of
federal taxpayer money to states, local jurisdictions and individuals. I don’t believe this
was ever the role of the federal government.
We need to return to relying on our
neighbors and communities to rebuild and
to supporting charity groups to ﬁll that
role. Where I live, there’s a church on both
ends of my block. It was inspiring to see the
ﬁrst six years [after Katrina] each of those
churches hosted 50 to 100 volunteers every
week who came here of their own will to help
rebuild houses. That’s where American spirit
is — it’s not reliance on the government.
FEMA does have to continue to lean
forward; we learned that lesson after Katrina
when it took many days for them to get
here. But that federal government intervention should only be to save lives and provide
short-term recovery, not long-term recovery.

Harsh
Reality
New Orleans’ Eric Pickering has seen the cost of disasters and
has warnings for the future.

k

Eric Pickering is the deputy operations section chief for the New

How do we get to that point?

Orleans Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness.
He has spent 12 years in emergency response, including serving
as commander of the New Orleans CERT during Hurricane Katrina.
He shared with Emergency Management some personal opinions
about the responsibility and costs of mitigation and recovery.

By building more individual preparedness and self-reliance in our communities
— the federal government talks about this
culture of preparedness, but it seems most
of the things they do make us less responsible for ourselves, not more responsible.

By Jim McKay | Editor

k

Do we also continue to make the same
mistakes over and over, like building
where we know it’s dangerous to build?

I do think Administrator [Craig] Fugate is
trying to put some of that risk back on the
private sector, and take it off the taxpayers
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is not sustainable. A 2005 study [from the
Multihazard Mitigation Council] on disaster
mitigation grants showed that for every
dollar we spend on mitigation, we saved $3.65
on recovery. There was also a study by the
American Society of Civil Engineers that
estimates that federal spending on levees pays

through some reforms. He’s trying to change
the NFIP [National Flood Insurance Program]
and the public and individual assistance
programs. That being said, coastal populations and infrastructure soared over the
last 50 years. Florida’s population has gone
from 1.8 million to 19 million and there’s
now $10 trillion worth of insured assets on
the high-risk coastal areas from Maine to
Texas. That doesn’t even account for the
earthquake-prone zones, the Madrid fault
region, which I believe will one day result
in our ﬁrst multitrillion-dollar disaster.
The Miami hurricane in 1926 resulted
in [$100 million] worth of damage. If that
happened today, it would cost [$178] billion.
That’s not sustainable. But people are
deeply connected to their hometowns and
cities, and no politician wants to tell their
constituents they can’t rebuild their homes
and businesses, and they’re going to have
to move. That’s not going to happen.
We rebuild in these areas, but you have
to rebuild with future risk considerations in
mind. That can be done through engineered
mitigation like levees, but we also have to
take the natural world into account and build
in natural solutions. If we’re going to build in
ﬂood zones, we have to build high. If we’re
going to build in an earthquake zone, we have
to build stronger. We don’t necessarily do that.

residence ﬁres. Not one of those homes had
a smoke detector. After each one of those
ﬁres, the ﬁre department sent out press
releases saying how important it was to have
smoke alarms to prevent you from dying,
but people don’t call. We’re going to have
more ﬁres and more residents die this year

“We have to transfer more risk from taxpayers to individuals for lots of reasons,

but [especially] to keep FEMA programs sustainable. The only way to reform the
system is to make people pay the consequences of their decisions.“
for itself six times over in preventing ﬂooding
damage to American homes and businesses.
However it’s been clearly demonstrated
that politicians are re-elected at much higher
rates for spending on disaster recovery than
prevention. Until the public is educated
more and makes more informed decisions
at election time, that won’t change. Fugate
deeply believes in individual and community
preparedness. He believes that’s the only
way to make our country truly resilient.

You said state and local preparedness has declined. That’s saying a lot
considering we’ve had some spectacular disasters to learn from.

k

It’s difficult to come to terms with.
Based on recent polling that FEMA did, 50
percent of Americans are preparing or at
least have started thinking about preparing
for a disaster. That study also found that
more than 40 percent of Americans have no
intention to prepare themselves in any way.
New Orleans is more prepared today than
ever for a hurricane. That has to do with
better ﬂood protection — we’ve spent billions
of dollars on new levees and pumps and
things like that, but also disaster awareness.
But the more time passes, the more people
will forget the lessons of Katrina. The danger
is complacency builds while the memory
of the disaster fades. Many of us in disaster
management are trying to ﬁgure out how to
get people to prepare, but it’s hard to get and
keep their attention. If we can just get people
talking seriously about the risk and dangers
and face the consequences, we might be able
to get them interested in preparing a bit.
As an example, it’s cheap and easy to
put a smoke detector in your home. Last
year in New Orleans, 15 citizens died in

We tend to spend on rebuilding
and not mitigation. What is it
going to take to change that?

k

The only way to change that is a complete
breakdown of the system, much like our public
schools in New Orleans before Katrina. A New
York Times reporter was talking to me a few
months after the storm and asked if there was
anything positive to come out of the storm. My
answer was yes, 66,000 children in our public
school system now have a chance at a future.
At that point I thought they were going to be
educated in other school systems that would
do a better job. If it hadn’t been for the utter
destruction of our school system, we wouldn’t
have today what’s considered a national
model for public school reform, which prior
to our storm resulted in 40 percent of our
adults reading at the ﬁfth-grade level.
The political will for change doesn’t exist,
for the most part. For every dollar we spend
on preparedness and mitigation, we spend
$15 on response and rebuilding. The cost

in homes that don’t have smoke detectors.
It’s a very simple measure to have a smoke
detector to make sure you wake up and get
out of that ﬁre, but people won’t do it.

You said we should update the threshold
for what constitutes a federally declared
disaster. Why haven’t we done that?

k

I think Administrator Fugate is working
on that, trying to institutionalize the reforms
that he’s begun in his term. But he’s ﬁghting
an uphill battle for sure. The federal government has not updated the Stafford Act, called
the per capita damage indicator, since 1985.
A study [by the Government Accountability
Office] in 2012 estimated that 44 percent
of disaster declarations would not have met
the per capita damage indicator if it had
been adjusted for income, and 25 percent
of those disasters would not have met the
standard if it had been adjusted for inﬂation.
Congress is unwilling to limit states’
access to public and private assistance
mostly because it’s become an economic
development tool. They will not face their
constituents and make the argument that
it’s ﬁscally responsible not to do this when
come election time, they’re going to have an
opponent who is going to promise free money
to ﬁx their house, school and community.
We have to transfer more risk from
taxpayers to individuals for lots of reasons, but
[especially] to keep FEMA programs sustainable. The only way to reform the system is
to make people pay the consequences of
their decisions. It’s a simple but difficult
process of returning Americans to a spirit of
self-reliance and personal responsibility. k

jmckay@emergencymgmt.com
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Technology and Trends

Longer Alert
Messages Needed
A DHS study says 90-character messages create
a ‘milling’ effect.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

By Rick Wimberly | Contributing Writer
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ireless Emergency Alert (WEA)
messages need to be longer,
URLs should be included,
message order must be changed and more
outreach is needed, according to a new
study conducted for the U.S. DHS.
The Comprehensive Testing of Imminent
Threat Public Messages for Mobile Devices study
used focus groups, interviews, post-incident
surveys and experiments to thoroughly
examine WEA messages. With $980,000
provided by the Commerce Department
to DHS’ Science and Technology (S&T)
Directorate, the study was conducted by
the National Consortium for the Study of
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism
(START) at the University of Maryland. The
study’s principal investigator, Brooke Fisher
Liu, said the empirical-based guidance “can
potentially help alert originators improve how
they currently craft and disseminate WEAs.”
Denis Gusty, a program manager with
DHS S&T, said he was not surprised by any of
the research ﬁndings, but hopes stakeholders
will read the report and make adjustments
where appropriate by putting the information
into practice. Suggested changes relative to
message length and content are already under
consideration by key stakeholders charged
with making WEA recommendations to the
FCC through the Communications Security,
Reliability and Interoperability Council.
WEA messages are currently limited to
90 characters and may not contain URLs
to point to websites for people to get more
information. START’s study found that 90
characters is insufficient to convince people
to take protective action. The messages may
get the public’s attention, but the study says a
90-character message creates a “milling” effect
in which people seek other sources to conﬁrm
information before taking protective action.
The START survey conducted after a ﬂood
emergency in Colorado showed that almost 50
percent of people checked the media within 15
minutes of receiving a WEA message. Before
receiving the message, just 30 percent had been
watching the ﬂood event unfold via the media.
The industry group that represents
wireless carriers said it is not opposed to
increasing the message length. However,
Brian Josef, assistant vice president of
regulatory affairs for CTIA—The Wireless
Association, said it would be a signiﬁcant
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is something people are familiar and
comfortable with,” Josef said. “There’s
a balance of wanting to provide additional information without congesting
the networks and frustrating people’s
ability to pull additional information.”
The wireless industry supports making the
changes, knowing that when the service was
ﬁrst introduced several years ago that it would
need to evolve. “If making the alerts longer
and contain more information would make
them more useful, it’s something we could
support based on technical capabilities,” Josef
said. However, he added that the issues need to
be carefully addressed before making changes.
The study also determined that placing
a recognizable source at the beginning of the message would increase its
effectiveness. Current standards require
that the type of hazard and location
be the ﬁrst elements of the message.
START says it found source, guidance
and then hazard to be most effective.

effort to increase the character limit.
Technology would need to be modiﬁed on
the carriers’ networks as well as the federal
gateway for WEA operated by FEMA’s
Integrated Public Alert and Warning System.
Standards would also need to be changed.
Josef said there’s also a legacy issue:
Older cellphones may not support a
280-character limit. Local and state emergency management and public safety officials may need to understand that they
would need to craft WEA messages for
both older and newer phones, he added.
The START study also recommended
that URLs be included in WEA messages.
The wireless industry is open to discussing
this change but more study is needed,
said Josef. The main concern relates to
the threat of overloading networks in an
emergency when large numbers of people
in an area go to a speciﬁc website.
“Obviously, in terms of user friendliness, the notion of clicking on a link

Gusty said it was interesting to ﬁnd that
the ordering of the message content, as simple
as that might sound, makes a big difference
with how a message is interpreted. The order
of WEA message content is one of the report’s
many recommendations that can be put into
practice immediately, said Liu of START.
One other primary conclusion from the
research suggested that more outreach and public
education would help improve WEA’s effect.
“Continued outreach and education about the
WEA service may help to speed the rate at which
members of the general public read and respond
to WEA messages,” according to the report.
The source of the WEA messages was
found to be important as well. Although
more study is needed on message source,
the report said, “Quantitative and qualitative
ﬁndings also suggest that local and recognizable sources might be the most productive
sole source to name in a WEA message.” k
rick.wimberly@galainsolutions.com
EMERGENCYMGMT.COM
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Training and Education
worked on this plan or created this report
or presented to this group of people.’”
Internship programs may start out
informally, but if a program is to grow
and be successful, the department will
need to consider a variety of topics,
from how to select interns to what they
should do during an activation.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Nuts and Bolts
It used to be that students who wanted an
internship in Northern California’s Sonoma
County would simply ask for one and the
department would arrange it. But in the 15
years that Christopher Helgren has been with
Sonoma County Fire and Emergency Services,
he has seen the program become more formal.
Today, interns are part of the overall
county volunteer program. Sonoma County
usually has one or two interns at a time in a
mix of paid and unpaid roles. That way, job
descriptions and background checks — “all
those things that are part of a sustainable
program” — are formalized, said Helgren,
the department’s emergency manager.
Several interns have gone on to careers
in emergency management, he added.
The evolution of the program illustrates a
number of questions a department will need to
answer when developing an internship program:

Interns become cogs in a
sustainable emergency
management program.

Training the
Next Generation

Will the interns be paid?

A successful internship beneﬁts both emergency management students
and agencies. Here’s how to develop an effective program.
By Margaret Steen | Contributing Writer

Management. “We’re seeing the need to
train students and give them some realworld experience before they graduate.”
The goal of the Florida program is to
give students that real-world work experience, as well as access to leaders in the
ﬁeld and networking opportunities.
“Within the ﬁrst few weeks, they’re
required with their supervisor to come
up with four or ﬁve goals for the internship,” Geib said. “We do ask that there be
some sort of product at the end, so when
they go to interview they can say, ‘I’ve

tudying emergency management
or a related subject can pave the
way for a career in the ﬁeld, but
having experience to go along with the
courses is critical. That’s why students
want internships. But a well developed
internship program can also beneﬁt
an emergency management department and the profession as a whole.
“Emergency management as a field
in higher education is fairly new,” said
Jessica Geib, academic intern coordinator
at the Florida Division of Emergency
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Look beyond emergency management
students. Geib said her department has
interns who are majoring in public affairs,
geography and even accounting. “In the
work of emergency management, there’s
a place for every background,” she said.
“We’re looking for students who
may not necessarily have a background
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Florida’s interns are unpaid. “Most of
them need an internship for a speciﬁc
class or for their major,” Geib said.
At the Colorado Division of Homeland
Security and Emergency Management, most
interns are unpaid, though some are paid as
contract employees, said Micki Trost, the department’s strategic communications director.
At the city of Los Angeles Emergency Management Department,
the program started as an unpaid
internship but is now paid.
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go through a screening process similar
to that used for regular employees.
In Colorado, interns must pass
background checks just like other
employees, Trost said, a process
that can take eight to 12 weeks.
And in some cases you have to verify
their experience. “Sometimes they oversell
themselves; they don’t have the skill sets
that they say they have,” Helgren said.
Finally, build on what you have. “If
the county or city already has a volunteer or intern program in place, take
advantage of the products and practices they already use,” Helgren said.

in emergency management but have
a desire to learn,” Geib added. Interns
are not necessarily emergency management majors — not all schools even offer
that as a possibility. “We want students
who are able to work independently
and are interested in networking and
exposing themselves to what we do.”
Colorado offers internships to students
enrolled in master’s degree programs. The
ﬁelds vary but include homeland security, communications, cybersecurity and
emergency management, said Trost.
The Los Angeles internship program
is primarily for graduate students, usually
those in master’s degree programs and
often in ﬁelds like public policy, urban and
regional planning, or public health, said
Gabriela Noriega, the program’s coordinator.

How long will the internships last?
In Colorado, students spend at least
eight months as interns, working four
to eight hours per week. And in the Los
Angeles program, students can extend
their internships longer than a semester
based on funding and performance.

What is the screening process?
Geib works closely with the human
resources department to be sure interns

The Right Tasks
Offering substantial projects
makes Los Angeles’ program attractive, Noriega said, and the program gets
top students from local universities.
Noriega should know: She was in the
department’s second cohort of interns after
the program started in 2009. As she ﬁnished
her internship, the program coordinator
moved to a new job and Noriega was hired.
She was ﬁnishing her Ph.D. in environmental analysis and design, and her dissertation was on earthquake risk assessment.
“What drew me to the intern program
was the level and complexity of the projects,” Noriega said. “I was involved in the
city’s local hazard mitigation plan.”
She also worked on other projects and was
able to participate and observe during activations. “I never made coffee or ﬁled anything.
I managed my schedule and completed my
projects. Our biggest selling point is we’re
project-driven — this is not task-oriented.”
EMERGENCYMGMT.COM
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Training and Education
This is a common approach for internship programs, though the complexity
of the projects may vary depending on
whether the participants are undergraduate or graduate students.
“You don’t want to have someone
get frustrated, especially if you’re not
paying them,” Helgren said. “Volunteers won’t come back if they don’t feel
that what they’re doing is useful.”
In Florida, Geib “identiﬁes the needs,
wants and desires of students and those of the
organizations looking for students to make
sure it’s a good experience for each,” said Aaron
Gallaher, communications director for the
state’s Division of Emergency Management.
“We want to make sure the students are getting
real experience, not being used as cheap labor.”
Colorado takes a similar approach: “When
they are assigned into the division, they are
given ownership of a project,” Trost said.
And in Sonoma County, interns work
on a variety of projects. For example, the
department has a database with contact
information from different government
agencies that needs to be updated annually. “Often we’ll have our intern go through
and either validate the numbers or get the
new information,” said Helgren. “It gets
them talking to people from other agencies,
and it gives us an updated contact list.”
The department also has used interns to
validate processes in the Emergency Operations Center. “We’ll have them read a checklist and see if they can follow it,” Helgren
said. “Then we incorporate their input.”
Additional activities for internship
programs include:
• Provide mentoring. Geib said her
department makes sure interns have
a chance to learn about how other
agencies operate and to network with
other professionals. They also ensure
participants have a tangible product
to show at the end of the internship.
• Provide education beyond the day-today work. For example, bring in lunchtime speakers for interns on subjects
like getting involved in the community and professional etiquette.
• Include the interns in activations.
Florida has a lot of exercises, said Geib,
and interns are included in them. In
the event of a real-world activation,
interns would be included as well.

42

• Consider interns’ skills. “A lot of
times interns will bring their own
skill sets,” Helgren said. “We’ve had
some of them help us with graphics,
social media or technology.”

Tips for
Success

Looking to the Future
In the past two years, more than 150
students from 33 different colleges or universities have applied for internships and 50
have been accepted and placed in the Florida
Division of Emergency Management. Students
were assigned to 12 different projects and
departments. Six interns have been hired into
regular jobs in the past year. Geib also helps
place students in more than a dozen different
county and private-sector internships.
The vast majority of these interns work
in the department’s offices. But recently, a
group of students did a remote internship.
They wanted to study private-sector preparedness for disasters by giving a questionnaire
to businesses affected by Hurricane Sandy.
The department accepted the proposal for
a remote internship, so the students did the
research and came to Florida to present it.
“We used it to create marketing materials
to present to businesses in our area,” Geib said.
“It’s fairly new; that was our ﬁrst success story.”
But virtual internships may become
more common in the future. “There are
emergency management students all over
the country who are looking for opportunities, and we provide them with a very
unique experience here in Florida,” said
Geib. Virtual internships are one way these
students can take advantage of this experience. “They may not be able to relocate here.”
Technology has made the idea of a virtual
internship easier, and in an office in a state as
large as Florida, workers are used to interacting with people who aren’t in the same
building. “It used to be letters, phone calls,
maybe a fax machine,” Gallaher said. “Now
we’ve got Skype and real-time interaction.”
Whether the participants work
remotely or in the office, an internship program provides valuable experience for the students and potential
future employees for the department.
“In emergency management, you
need to have hands-on experience to get
your foot in the door,” said Noriega. k
msteen@margaretsteen.com
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The Florida Division of Emergency Management has a great relationship with nearby
schools, said Jessica Geib, the agency’s
academic intern coordinator. “They know the
students that we’re looking for. That’s been
really beneﬁcial.”
The importance of that relationship
was echoed by others. “Build a rapport not
just with the interns but with the department coordinators and managers for each
program,” said Gabriela Noriega, coordinator
of Los Angeles’ internship program. They will
refer students to you.

Set expectations.
Let interns know that they’ll be included
in some high-level meetings and need to
conduct themselves professionally. Geib
also makes sure the supervisors know what
the interns are going to do. “Laying all of that
out at the beginning has done well for us.”

Be realistic.
Remember that even volunteer interns aren’t
really free. “You have to invest your staff ’s
time in educating and supervising them,”
said Christopher Helgren of Sonoma County,
Calif., Fire and Emergency Services. “You’re
not going to just sit them at a desk and say,
‘OK, why don’t you write a plan for me.’”

Provide structure to guide the intern
and program as a whole forward.
“It isn’t just free labor or having someone
extra come in,” said Micki Trost of the
Colorado Division of Homeland Security
and Emergency Management. “You need to
spend your current staff time developing a
program and have real work for them to do.
They need to be supervised.”
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Based on their experience working with
interns, emergency managers from
throughout the U.S. shared their tips for
building a program that will be successful
over the long term.
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Disaster Preparedness

The Ticking
Rail Car

Millions of people
are potentially at
risk from trains like
this one carrying
Bakken crude oil.

FLICKR/BREWBOOKS

Railways are now carrying highly
explosive Bakken crude oil, and ﬁrst
responders are preparing for the worst.
By Jim McKay | Editor
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FLICKR/BREWBOOKS

mergency managers have been
asked in recent years to do a lot
more with fewer resources. That
job got even tougher with the advent of oil
shipments from the Bakken shale region of
North Dakota via rail around the country.
Bakken is obtained by hydraulic fracking
and horizontal drilling, which has increased
since 2000 and can be highly explosive. And
there have been several train derailments
recently, including one in Lac-Megantic,
Quebec, in July 2013 that killed 47 people.
In the U.S., a train carrying Bakken
crude oil derailed in West Virginia on Feb.
16, 2015, sending orange ﬂames skyward for
days. There have been other derailments,
and there’s concern of a scene like the one
in Quebec happening in a major U.S. city,
including those in Pennsylvania. A report
by PublicSource said 1.5 million people
are potentially at risk if a train carrying
crude oil derails and catches ﬁre there.
Emergency managers are concerned
and doing what they can to mitigate a
derailment and possible explosion in their
backyards. There’s training available but
questions remain: Do emergency managers
have all the information they need? Can
one locale handle an explosion caused
by a 30,000-gallon oil tanker incident?
“From a people standpoint, the worstcase scenario is if you have one or more
of these cars breach and start on ﬁre,” said
Rick Edinger, assistant chief of the Chesterﬁeld County, Va., Fire and EMS Department and a hazardous materials expert.
“There’s an ongoing debate about how
volatile crude oil is. The feds and industry
are coming to realize now that it really
depends on where the oil comes from.”
Because of that and other reasons, it’s
important to understand the nature of
the product, according to Robert Gardner,
technological hazards coordinator for the
Maine Emergency Management Agency.
Emergency managers should study lessons
learned and best practices and have safety
data sheets. This information should be part
of a risk assessment that lets ﬁrst responders
develop agency-speciﬁc response protocols
that ensure responder safety and accounts
for those exposed to potential ﬁre.
Regional planning groups such as local
emergency planning committees should
review the routes that trains may use and

“Once you get past anything the size of a

9,000-gallon oil tanker, very few departments
have the resources or capability to mitigate
anything bigger.“

identify sensitive receptors like water
supplies, ﬁsheries or agricultural areas.

Good to Know
There’s ongoing debate about what
information communities and emergency managers should know about
train routes and shipments of crude.
“Flow studies have been around for a
long time and that’s an old tool that could be
applied to ﬁgure out what’s going through
your community,” Edinger said. “You may
not have it down to the gallon and the day,
but you have a great sense of what’s coming
through and frankly, from a hazmat standpoint, I don’t need to know a speciﬁc time, I
just need to know the worst-case scenario.”
Gardner said that in terms of actual shipments, there’s never enough information available. “We may know when a unit over a million
gallons may be coming or where they are traveling, but those trains carrying fewer than 30
cars become unknowns,” he wrote in an email.
Some railroads have systems in place
that allow for real-time knowledge of
what any particular train may be carrying
and the tanks’ location in the train.
Gardner said planning for Bakken crude
oil transport is no different from any other
hazardous material or even natural gas
because you have an assessment and understand what you’re planning for and the role
of those involved. But he acknowledged that
the volume of the product is a concern.
The biggest concern for many is that
one or more cars loaded with crude breach
can start a ﬁre. “Once you get past anything
the size of a 9,000-gallon oil tanker, very
few departments have the resources or
capability to mitigate anything bigger,”
Edinger said. “If you’re talking about a
30,000-tank car incident, even that would
be beyond the capabilities of most departments in the initial stages, anyway.”
New federal rules instituted last year
require carriers to notify state emer-

gency response commissions about the
transport routes of cars carrying at least
1 million gallons of crude from Bakken.
But some emergency managers say that
doesn’t go far enough and doesn’t include
the typical load of 30,000 gallons.
Training is available for mitigating
such a circumstance, but managing the
volume of an incident that size could be
daunting, Edinger said. “With the exception of a couple of departments, most can’t
afford to stock and maintain the resources
you would need to even approach doing
something with one of these incidents.”
Gardner said the local Maine railroads
have worked to educate ﬁrst responders on
rail safety. “This is of particular importance as
rail employees have the speciﬁc knowledge of
cars and engines that not all responders have,
but need [in order] to have a safe response.”

Need Some Help
Gardner said it would help if the
railroads could assist with the cost of
the “gap pieces” of response equipment that have been identiﬁed as needed
through the assessments. “It would be
an immense help to many of the small
volunteer agencies that we have in Maine
and throughout the nation,” he wrote.
An examination of the tank car ﬂeet that
carries ﬂammable liquids may be necessary as well. Canada has banned certain
cars that are known to be unsafe in crash
situations, but the U.S. has lagged. Part of
the reason is the price. It would cost up
to $1 billion to retroﬁt all of the 300,000
DOT-111 tank cars in use and take years.
“The dialog is going in a good direction,”
Edinger said. “There seems to be agreement
within public safety and the rail industry
that we can do better with the construction
of cars and that will improve, and perhaps
prevent some incidents from happening.” k
jmckay@emergencymgmt.com
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Disaster Zone

By Eric Holdeman

When Is Good, Good Enough?
lanning, training and exercising
are supposed to be continuous in
the emergency management ﬁeld.
The question is, when are you done? When
is good, good enough? At what time do you
reach the point of diminishing returns?
For planning, it never seems to end. Once a plan
is written, you have to train people to the plan and
then exercise it with those people and outsiders too.
In both training and exercising, you will ﬁnd gaps
in your plan document. This comes from having
more eyeballs on the document, and then the act
of exercising the plan will reveal areas that either
were not addressed at all or are in need of revision.
How long and how many pages should a plan
be? And what is the best format for a plan? While
there are plenty of planning guides available, I still
see this topic debated and the opinions vary greatly.

HOW LONG AND HOW MANY PAGES
SHOULD A PLAN BE? AND WHAT IS
THE BEST FORMAT FOR A PLAN?
Some would like to weigh a plan to determine its
value. The heavier the “thud factor” when tossing
it on a desk, the better the document is deemed.
Then there is the opposite camp that promotes
shorter, checklist-like plans that are really a set of
procedures sometimes tailored to speciﬁc positions
in an EOC. This latter concept comes from the
fact that most people don’t read the plan or attend
training and may not even participate in exercises.
The thought is that at least they will have a checklist to follow when thrown into an EOC activation
Once a plan is written, there should be training
on it. I strongly recommend this aspect since as
noted before, most people won’t read the plan in
the ﬁrst place. This training can take the form of
an information brieﬁng that touches on all aspects

ERIC HOLDEMAN IS THE
FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE
KING COUNTY, WASH., OFFICE
OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT.
HIS BLOG IS LOCATED AT
WWW.DISASTER-ZONE.COM.
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of the plan — and better yet, people have a copy in
front of them that they can walk through with the
instructor. Ideally, before you have a “real exercise”
you can take the people trained on the plan and
have seminar-like discussions on how the implementation of the plan might play out. Since no plan
will ever address every situation, there is always
some interpretation that’s thrown into the mix.
When it comes to exercising the plan, there
are numerous options, from a seminar, tabletop,
functional and up to — and including — a fullscale. If you are trying to familiarize people
with a plan, the best options are seminar and
tabletop exercises. These two forms of exercises
provide an excellent forum for the participants
to learn from one another. When you move to
a functional or full-scale exercise, most of the
learning occurs during the exercise itself. At
best you can hope that cross-functional and
inter-jurisdictional learning takes place during
the after-action reviews of the exercise.
After doing exercises of all types for more
than 40 years I’ve decided that the full-scale
exercise should be relegated to those paid
for by the federal government. They are very
costly to conduct because of the use of ﬁrst
responders and the need to pay overtime and
backﬁll. To exercise ﬁrst responders on aspects
of a plan, you are still better off with tabletops
for command staff and drills for line staff.
So again, when is good, good enough?
Truth be told, I don’t think we are even
close to being “good” in all aspects of our
planning, training and exercising. k
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Product Spotlight

LIFE-SAVING CALENDAR
Although only the size of standard letter paper
and composed of a thin plastic sheet, the
Life Saving Calendar can literally help save
lives. On one side, it’s a one-year calendar
that can be affixed to any surface; the other
side consists of pictures representing life-saving
information relevant to common emergencies. The
calendar’s developers launched a crowdfunding
campaign to help make this vision a reality.
In a medical emergency, like choking, bleeding or fainting,
ng,
a witness can grab one of the two pull tabs on the Life
Saving Calendar and tear it away from the wall. The backk
of the calendar conveys basic ﬁrst aid information in a
format that’s easy to read and put into action, with no
special training required. Experienced ﬁrst responders
and laypersons can follow the printed steps.

Dual
Authentication
Keypads

www.LifeSavingCalendar.com

Storm plans to introduce a new
generation of keypads with integrated HID contactless technology.
These keypads will offer enhanced
security with dual authentication. A combination of PIN entry
and presentation of a contactless
card requires both knowledge and
possession to achieve authorized
access. www.storm-interface.com

BOLD School

Planning

BOLDplanning’s Web-based,
data-driven “living” plan facilitates the most current district,
school, staff and department
information available; populates
existing text in a base plan; and

annexes with database-supplied
ﬁelds that are customizable.
Flexible emergency actions
or checklists can be assigned
to school district leadership,
faculty, staff members
or ﬁrst responders at the
state and local levels. This
allows for school emergency

operations plans that are
developed with a clear hazard
analysis; identify operational
assumptions and resource
demands; and integrate and
synchronize efforts across
the district and state
school system.
www.boldplanning.com

FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY
rugged design to provide the power and
flexibility required by mobile workers in field
service, public safety, direct store delivery,
and transportation and logistics markets.
Customers can choose between an integrated
1-D/2-D imager or 1-D laser scanner for
instant decoding of difficult-to-read barcodes.
Embedded RFID and NFC reading capabilities ensure more efficiency and accuracy in
a variety of applications, including inventory management, asset tracking and
personal identification. www.janam.com

Janam Technologies, a provider of rugged
mobile computers that scan barcodes and
communicate wirelessly, announced the
launch of its XM5 family of rugged mobile
computers. The new XM5 supports Windows
Embedded Handheld 6.5 and Android
operating systems on the same hardware,
enabling customers to choose the OS strategy
and application migration schedule that
best meet their mobility requirements.
The XM5 combines technological advancements in mobile devices with a sleek and
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Last Word

By Jim Bailey

EOC Information Processing
n old sports tenet says that you can’t
tell the players without a scorecard.
It is equally true that you can’t play
the game without a playbook. Yet most emergency operations centers are doing just that.
EOCs all share one basic currency — information. At its core, an EOC is an information
processing and dissemination mechanism that
supports and coordinates operations in the ﬁeld.
So how information is analyzed, processed and
acted upon often means the difference between
life and death. But there is a systemic problem.

EVERY SINGLE DECISION EOC RESPONDERS
MAKE DEPENDS ON ACCURATE, COMPLETE
AND CURRENT SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
AND A COMMON OPERATING PICTURE.

All too often, emergency operations plans
and EOC standard operating procedures state
that the operations center will establish and
maintain situational awareness and disseminate
a common operating picture. Unfortunately
no one ever tells you how to do that. Why does
that matter? Because every single decision EOC
responders make depends on accurate, complete
and current situational awareness and a common
operating picture, otherwise known as SA/COP.
But several issues complicate the problem.
First, most hard-working, well meaning EOC
responders work in the operations center part
time. Most staff members only work in the EOC
during activations which, depending on the jurisdiction, occur infrequently. Moreover, EOC staff
often must skip training, as it competes directly
with their day jobs. Add to that the perishability

WILLDAN HOMELAND SOLUTIONS
PRESIDENT AND CEO JAMES BAILEY
IS A RETIRED MARINE CORPS INTELLIGENCE OFFICER WITH 13 YEARS OF
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING,
TRAINING AND EXERCISE CONSULTING
EXPERIENCE. BAILEY CREATED AN SA/
COP TRAINING COURSE WITH RED
TEAM INTELLIGENCE PRESIDENT AND
CEO CHRIS BAUSCH, ALSO A RETIRED
MARINE CORPS INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
WITH 13 YEARS OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING, TRAINING AND
EXERCISE CONSULTING EXPERIENCE.
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of the training, natural EOC staff turnover, no
national EOC position credentialing program,
and the tendency of emergency managers to
rely on technology to solve their information
management issues, and you have the recipe
for anything but collaborative, effective operation. For all of these reasons, teaching practical
SA/COP development is mission critical.
How to do that? President Dwight Eisenhower said, “Plans are useless, but planning is
indispensable.” Plan. Start by identifying your
decision points for the top three threats your
jurisdiction is at risk of facing. Know before an
event where your decision points are and what
information is needed to make those decisions.
It’s no surprise that during an event, information pours into an EOC from every direction. If
information requirements haven’t been properly
identiﬁed beforehand, collecting and assimilating
all incoming data can be like trying to drink from
a ﬁre hose. Critical information can be missed,
and less important information can take prominence. These are reasons why EOCs need to plan.
There are ﬁve elements at the
crux of proactive SA/COP:
• Deﬁne your information requirements.
• Determine how to gather information.
• Decide who will analyze that information.
• Determine how that information will be shared.
• Choose the technology that will help communicate and manage the information.
It’s that simple and that profound. And very
few EOCs currently do this, let alone do it well.
In sports, you can’t tell the players without
a scorecard. But in emergency management, when lives are on the line, you can’t
play the game well without proper training
and an effective SA/COP system. k
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Protect Your Government Budget.

REDUCE
YOUR RISK.
Mitigating risk saves time and money. With Verizon Networkﬂeet,
your government agency can beneﬁt from a ﬂeet management
system that continually monitors vehicle and driver performance
to help reduce risk and protect your budget.

Call for a custom quote

Download our free eBook

866.869.1353

www.Networkﬂeet.com/EMRisk
AD-N126 | 02.27.2015
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CONNECTING
YOUR WORLD
IN CRISIS
When there’s an emergency, where do
you and your employees turn? If you’re
relying on emergency plans in binders,
you need a better plan. Emergencies can
happen when least expected and even the
most detailed response plans need to be
accessible to everyone. Crisis Plan™ is
a mobile platform that empowers you to
easily publish, update and communicate
your emergency plans to employees and
other stake holders. Connect the right
people to the right plans and prepare
them to act, saving your organization time
and money and giving you peace of mind.

Make your emergency plans
accessible with Crisis Plan™
facilitydude.com/crisisplan
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